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Chapter 6 – Introduction.
As a result of the comments received in response to the Draft of the Langham Neighbourhood Plan (LNP), many changes were made both to the text and to
the Policies, Proposals and Community Actions.
Key bodies providing advice were the Langham community, Rutland County Council, The Environment Agency, Historical England and the Health Authority.
Their advice has informed the major changes to the final LNP, and, most importantly, to the Policies therein.
Below you will find all of the Policies from the first draft of the LNP, and all the Policies that are in the final Plan – with some explanation of what changes have
been made and why.
A whole new section has been added on the advice of RCC where the 2002 Village Design Statement (VDS) has been updated and become Section 10 of the
Plan, and all the VDS’s ‘Guidelines’ have, at RCC’s recommendation, been converted into Policies.
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Amendments to the Plan after the Consultation – 14th September to 26th October 2015
New Policy

Draft Policy
No

4. HOUSING & RENEWAL
HR1a:
Demographics & Housing – Number of Houses
In line with RCC policy and to enable the delivery of
an overall moderate growth strategy for Langham,
this Plan supports the development of an average of
3 houses per year to 2036.

HR1b:

HR1c:

HR2a:

Change

Title/Detail
Policy HR1a: Demographics & Housing – Number of
Houses
In line with RCC policy and to enable the delivery of an
overall moderate growth strategy for Langham, this Plan
supports the development of an average of 3 houses per
year to 2036.

No change

Demographics & Housing – Demographic Provision
The Plan supports the building of new homes designed with the needs of the over-55 population in
mind.
The Plan further supports the building of homes that
provide buying or renting options to young families
and those seeking their first home
Demographics & Housing – Gypsy/Traveller Sites
The Plan supports the RCC Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Study of 2013, which states there is no requirement for further sites in Langham – private,
public or transit.
All housing to meet the requirements of the policies
within this Plan.

Policy HR1b: Demographics & Housing - Demographic
Provision
The Plan supports the building of new homes designed
with the needs of the over-55 population in mind.
The Plan further supports the building of homes that
provide buying or renting options to young families and
those seeking their first home.
Policy HR1c: Demographics & Housing –
Gypsy/Traveller Sites
The Plan supports the RCC Gypsy & Traveller
Accommodation Study of 2013, which states there is no
requirement for further sites in Langham – private, public
or transit. Nor is there any requirement to extend the
existing sites beyond their current size.

No change

Important Green Zones – Preservation of Green Separation Zone
In line with RCCs Review of Important Green Spaces
2012 this Plan will enforce a Green Separation Zone
(GSZ) between the southern Planned Limit of
Development and the southern Parish Boundary to

Policy HR2a: Important Green Spaces – Preservation of
Green Separation Zone
In line with RCC’s Review of Important Green Spaces
2012 and the Landscape Character Assessment, this
Plan will enforce a Green Separation Zone between the
southern Planned Limit of Development and the

Slight wording change to ensure
reference made to Landscape
Character Assessment
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Refinement of wording to ensure
clarity.
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preserve the rural setting of the parish. (See Figure
4.4)

southern Parish Boundary to preserve the rural setting
of the parish.

HR2b:

Important Green Zones – Preservation of the Important Open Spaces
In accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS23 no further development will be permitted on Important
Green Space within the Planned Limits of Development beyond that proposed in this Plan and acknowledged in its policies.

Policy HR2b: Important Green Spaces – Preservation of
the Important Open Spaces
In accordance with core Strategy Policy CS23 and the
Landscape Character Assessment
 No further development will be permitted on protected Green Space within the Planned Limits of Development beyond that proposed in this Plan and
acknowledged in its policies (see Figure 1.5)
 Important green fields and landscapes will be preserved in order to perpetuate and preserve the distinctive character and setting of Langham

On advice of RCC, re wording
emphasises the importance of
these spaces outside the PLD as
well as inside.

HR2c:

Important Green Zones – Preservation of Housing
Densities
Any planning application for new housing must include a clear demonstration that the ratio of green
space (including garden and communal grassed areas) to brick and gravel is consistent with that of the
immediate surrounding area.
Any larger developments of five or more houses
must reflect a density of no more than 30
dwellings per hectare and provide shared green
space for communal gathering and activities

Policy HR2c: Important Green Spaces – Preservation of
Housing Densities
Any planning application for new housing must include a
clear demonstration that the ratio of green space
(including garden and communal grassed areas) to brick
& gravel is consistent with that of the immediate
surrounding area.
Any larger developments of five or more houses must
reflect a density of no more than 30 dwellings per
hectare and provide shared green space for communal
gathering and activities.

Slight title change to ensure
consistency of terminology
throughout Plan

HR3a:

Land Allocation – Windfall
Windfall sites within the Planned Limits of Development will be the preferred sites for development and
are expected to meet a requirement of 1-2 new
houses per year.

Policy HR3a: Land Allocation – Windfall and Planned
Limits of Development
Windfall sites, and suitable locations within sites LNP01,
LNP02 and LNP03, all within the PLD, will be preferred
sites for development and are expected to meet the
requirement of 1 or 2 new houses per year

Re-phrasing to ensure that both
planned sites within the PLD and
Windfall Sites (un-planned and
within the PLD) are included
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HR3b:

Land Allocation – Secondary
Windfall sites alone are unlikely meet the housing
requirements to 2036, and so this Plan supports
small developments of a density no more than 30
houses per hectare (as described in HR4a) on
the following sites:
 Primary Sites are LNP01, LNP02, LNP03, LNP04,
LNP11 and LNP15.
 Secondary Sites are LNP06 and LNP14, and will only
be considered if other land has not been developed
to fulfil all or part of the requirement for 28 to 38
non-windfall houses to 2036, in line with RCC policy
and the policies of this Plan.
All such developments must meet the criteria of
all policies of this Plan

Policy HR3b: Land Allocation – Secondary
There are not sufficient sites within the PLD to
accommodate 58 new homes as well as retaining
important Green Spaces. So, in addition to the sites in
HR3a, this Plan supports small, carefully planned
developments, of a density of no more than 30 houses
per hectare (as described in Policy HR4a), on the
following sites and in this order of priority:






LNP04 – which is a small site on the western
edge of the PLD, bordered on two sides by
houses and on one side by the A606,
Following RCC’s recent Call for Sites, and in accordance with the principles of the national
Planning Policy Framework, any identified
brownfield site, not of high environmental value,
on the edge of the PLD (east, west or north) that
meets the criteria of the RCC Planning Policy,
LNP06 and LNP14 only to be considered if the requirement for 58 houses over 20 years has not
been met by the above and by HR3a.

All such developments must meet the criteria of all
policies of this Plan and must undergo the Sequential
Test for Flooding.
Furthermore, all of these sites must present a full SEA
before Planning Permission can be considered.

5

A lot or re-wording to ensure
clarity.
Policy needed to explain why
sites outside the PLD needed to
be considered.
Policy needed to clarify which
sites are preferred.

Critically important to add in,
 for Environment Agency – the
need for Sequential Flood Test
 for Historical England – the
need for a full SEA (sites in
HR3a are covered by the SEA
carried out for the PLD of Langham by RCC)
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HR3c:

Land Allocation – Retrospective Planning
This Plan demands that retrospective planning
permission will not be given, under any circumstance,
for any site in the parish, whether publicly or
privately owned, which has been occupied without
prior planning permission.

Policy HR3c: Land Allocation – Retrospective Planning
This Plan urges RCC to enforce existing Planning Policy
consistently, and specifically in regard to any site in the
parish, whether publicly or privately owned, which has
been occupied without prior planning permission. This is
in line with NPPF policy, which speaks of ‘power to
counter deliberate deception or concealment to avoid
planning regulations’.

Re-wording to ensure clarity and
to emphasise importance of
Planning Enforcement to
Langham residents

HR4a:

Housing Design & Layout – Multiple New Housing
Where more than one house is built the Planning Application must reflect, in a Design and Access Statement (DAS), the following:
 Grouping of houses to form a sense of community
where a shared green space allows for play or rest.
The preferred groupings are Crescent, cul-de-sac
and clusters. (See SD4a)
 A mixture of housing sizes and designs, in line with
the existing mix in Langham today, and to support
the future demographic requirements of a growing
elderly population with a need to attract first time
buyers/young families.
 The housing densities on the proposed potential
development sites will not exceed 30 houses per
hectare
 Design must take into account all of the criteria as
laid out in Langham’s Village Design Statement of
2002 (SD6a) which addresses:
 House style and size
 Street character
 Materials

Policy HR4a: Housing Design & Layout – Multiple New
Housing. Where more than three houses are built the
Planning Application must reflect the following:
 Grouping of houses to form a sense of community where a shared green space allows for play
or rest. The preferred groupings are Crescent,
cul-de-sac and clusters. (see SD4)
 A mixture of housing sizes and designs, in line
with the existing mix in Langham today, and to
support the future demographic requirements of
a growing elderly population with a need to attract first time buyers/young families.
 The housing densities on the proposed potential
development sites will not exceed 30 houses per
hectare.
 Design must take into account all of the criteria
as laid out in the Design section (10) of this Plan
which addresses:
 House style and size
 Street character
 Materials
 Open Spaces
 Street Scene

Slight re-wording to ensure Policy
is seen to apply to small
developments and not self-builds.
Also need for DAS re-worded to
ensure it is recognised they are
not always required and that LPC
has the right to an opinion but
not a decision w.r.t DAS
compliance.
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HR4b:

HR5a:

 Open Spaces
 Street Scene
 Change of use
 Energy efficient and environmentally friendly materials and design are included.
This DAS must be put to Langham Parish
Council for comment and review, and any
resulting modifications required must be met
before planning permission is granted
Housing Design & Layout – Single New Houses and
Extensions
New single houses and extensions to existing homes
must
 Reflect the building density of their locality
 Comply with the design criteria in Policy HR4a

 Change of use
 Energy efficient and environmentally friendly materials and design are included.
Where a Design and Access Statement (DAS) is required,
it must be put to Langham Parish Council for comment
and review before planning permission is granted.

Developer Contributions
Developers of three or more houses must demonstrate in a Design and Access Statement how their
proposed development reinforces Langham’s character and heritage. The statement must set out how the
proposals follow the policies and guidance in relevant
national and local documents as well as this Plan.
The Design and Access Statement must address the
following:
 Context and character
 Historic character
 Connection with all areas of the village
 Quality for pedestrians, cyclists, horse riders
and physically disadvantaged
 Development density and build quality
 Traffic flow and parking
 Landscaping and access to open green spaces

Policy HR5a: Developer/Community
Title change better to reflect the
Collaboration
intent of these policies.
Developers of three or more houses must demonstrate in
a Design and Access Statement how their proposed
development reinforces Langham’s character and
heritage. The statement must set out how the proposals
follow the policies and guidance in relevant national and
local documents as well as this Plan.
The Design and Access Statement must address the
following:  Context and character
 Historic character
 Connection with all areas of the village
 Quality for pedestrians, cyclists, horse-riders and
the physically disadvantaged
 Development density and build quality
 Traffic flow and parking
 Landscaping and access to open green spaces

Policy HR4b: Housing Design & Layout – Single New
Houses and Extensions
New single houses and extensions to existing homes must
 Reflect the building density of their locality
 Comply with the design criteria in Policy HR4a
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HR5b:

 Access to broadband
 Play provision
This DAS must be put to Langham Parish Council for
comment and review, and any resulting modifications
required must be met before planning permission is
granted.

 Access to broadband
 Environmental footprint
 Play provision
Where a Design and Access Statement (DAS) is required,
it must be put to Langham Parish Council for comment
and review before planning permission is granted.

Developer Contributions – Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
The Plan endorses the RCC’s CIL exemption level of
‘fewer than 5 houses’ and supports that any single
developer and/or site owner that builds 5 houses or
more over a 10-year period in Langham will be subject to CIL.
The Plan further supports the spending of CIL monies
as described by Langham Parish Council in the CIL
schedule for Langham below.

Policy HR5b: Developer/Community Collaboration –
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
The Plan endorses the RCC’s CIL policy.
The Plan further supports the spending of CIL monies as
described by Langham Parish Council in the CIL schedule
for Langham as follows:
Any monies due to Langham Parish Council as part of
RCC Infrastructure Levy will be spent on one or more of
the following;
 Extension to the Burial Ground
 Replacement bus shelters
 Improvements to the Village Hall
 Additional Play equipment in the Playing Field
 Highways infrastructure and parking provision which
does not fall under the responsibilities of RCC’s Highways department
 Acquisition and development of community assets
(subject to favourable viability reports)
 e.g. The establishment of a village shop
 e.g. The establishment of a Community Business
Hub
 The enhancement of Community Support Provision
 e.g. Additional support for access to medical facilities by the young, the frail and the physically disadvantaged
 Cycle paths and footpaths (where they are not the responsibility of RCC)
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Title change better to reflect the
intent of these policies.
On advice of RCC, the CIL priority
list is now incorporated within
the Policy rather than as an
addendum.
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5. ESSENTIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Traffic (Safety)
EI1a:
The Plan supports any action by RCC that will improve
the safety of the A606 through Langham for motorists, pedestrians, cyclists and wheelchair/mobility
scooter users.
In particular, the plan will support the installation of:
 Two controlled pedestrian crossing points on the
A606 – a ‘Puffin Crossing’ just north of The Range
entrance, and a ‘Pelican Crossing’ just south of the
junction of the Burley Road and the A606.
 Two mini-roundabouts – one at the junction of the
A606 and the Whissendine Road, and the second at
the junction of the A606 and the Burley Road.
 Re-siting both vehicle-activated signs to inside the
gateways at the north and south of the village.
 Speed countdown markers immediately before the
gateways north and south of the village.

EI1b:

Traffic (Environment)
The Plan requires that action be taken to minimise
the adverse environmental impact of visual intrusion,
noise, vibration, disturbance, community severance,
dust and air pollution created by the growing levels of
traffic on the A606.

EI1c:

Traffic – Bypass
The Plan seeks the protection of the nominated route
of the bypass for a future review of the Langham
Bypass Scheme.

PUBLIC SAFETY & SERVICES
Policy PSS1a: Public Safety – Traffic A606
In line with the NPPF and with RCC’s vision (1.53 a and g)
and strategic objectives 5 and 6 which all emphasise the
importance of making the roads safer and so contribute
to a strong and safe community, this Plan encourages
RCC to take early action to reduce the following:
 The speed and volume of traffic that threatens
the physical safety of the public on the A606
 The noise, vibration and air pollution resulting
from this traffic that threatens the health and
well-being of the community.
Such early action will ensure the viability and sustainability of Langham’s population growth.

Title change to emphasise that
issue is safety and health of
present and future residents.
The two policies were re worded
into one Policy and a Proposal
and worded more clearly.
The addressing of this Policy is
critical to the sustainability of a
growth strategy for Langham.
.

Proposal PSS1a: Public Safety - Traffic A606
The Plan, in particular supports:
 Assessments of crossing requirements undertaken on
traffic flow and pedestrian usage (reference LTN 1/95
and 2/95) for two pedestrian-controlled crossing
points on the A606 – one north of the A606/The
Range junction and one south of the A606/Burley
Road junction.
 Assessments of traffic management for safe access to
and from the A606 at the Whissendine junction, and
the Burley Road junction e.g. mini-roundabouts.
 The use and maintenance of speed countdown markers before the gateways north, south and east of the
village.

Policy PSS1b: Public Safety – Bypass
In line with RCC policy 1.44, this Plan supports the protection of the preferred route, and suggests the timely
apportionment of CIL monies, for the Langham Bypass

9

Policy on Bypass seen to be key
solution to present and future
problems for community growth.
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EI2a:

Traffic Within the Village
The Plan will support any actions by RCC to reduce
the size, volume and speed of traffic along village
roads and improve the safety for pedestrians and cyclists.
In particular, the plan will support:
 The provision of new footpaths and improved and
the improvement to, and maintenance of, the
roads and footpaths within the village.
 The imposing of a 30mph speed limit through the
village and a 40mph speed limit on other minor
roads through the parish
 The employment of ‘Round Top’ deflectors on the
Burley Road between the junction with the A606
and Ashwell Road junction.
 The restriction of HGV tonnage to 7.5 tonnes and
the addition of signage to that effect on present directional signs.

EI3:

Public Transport
The Plan supports RCC’s collaboration with Centrebus
to extend and improve an integrated bus service with
particular regard for:
 An increased breadth of service
 More frequent
 Later/evening service
 Sunday service
 An alignment of bus and local train service timetables
 Additional request-only boarding points

which, when built, will increase the physical safety and
well-being of present and future Langham residents
Proposal PSS2 Public Safety: Traffic through the Village
The Plan supports actions by RCC and Langham Parish
Council to ensure that the parking of cars on village
roads enable access at all times for emergency vehicles,
public transport and homeowners.
The Plan further supports Langham Parish Council ‘s
ongoing attention the following public safety issues:
 reduction in the size, volume and speed of traffic on
village roads,
 ensuring emergency vehicles have access at all times,
 the continued improvement and upkeep of pavements
within the village,
 the enforcement of weight and speed restrictions,
 an assessment of possible traffic calming measures
along Burley Road to the east of the village,
 ways to improve traffic flow along Burley Road outside
the school, particularly at drop-off and pick-up times
for the pupils.

Rewording suggests use of RCC’s
portion of any CIL money.
Changed from a Policy to a
Proposal.
Re-wording places a focus on the
role of LPC in achieving
improvements.

Policy PSS3: Public Services – Public Transport
This Plan supports RCC’s strategic objective 1.43, to
increase the range and accessibility of employment and
social opportunities by seeking RCC’s focus on improving
the frequency, accessibility and integration of the local
bus service.

This Policy has been split into a
Policy and a Proposal. The former
reflects RCC Policy; the latter
gives guidance to LPC in
delivering specific improvements.

Proposal PSS3: Public Services - Public Transport
The Plan seeks the collaboration of Langham Parish
Council with RCC and Centrebus to extend and improve
an integrated bus service with particular regard for
 An increased breadth of service
 More frequent
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 Later/evening service
 Sunday service
 An alignment of bus and local train service timetables
 Additional request-only boarding points

EI4:

Communication Technology
The plan supports the Digital Rutland Initiative to
improve broadband and speed

EI5:

Utilities Provision
Any Design and Access Statement (DAS) for
development must describe how water management
will be addressed – flood risk, water supply and
sewage.

6. CULTURAL HERITAGE
Village Conservation Status
CH1:
Ensure that the conservation status of Langham is
preserved in line with the details in the VDS.
Add new items to the preservation list as required

CH2:

Buildings and Structures
Ensure areas for development are assessed for
historical and cultural importance before planning

Policy PSS4: Public Services - Communication
Technology
The plan supports the enhancement of high-speed
broadband provision in Langham to 100Mb/s by 2020.
Policy PSS5: Public Services - Utilities Provision
This Plan stresses the importance that, before planning
permission is granted for any new development, the
following checks are carried out addressed
 Flood risk assessment using the Sequential Flooding
Test
 The capacity and integrity of the water supply
The use of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) where
appropriate, to manage the quality of ground water soak
away

Minimal re-wording

Policy CH1: Village Conservation Status
Development in the Conservation Area will only be
acceptable where the scale, form, siting and design of
the development, as well as the materials proposed,
would preserve or enhance the character or appearance
of the area – as detailed in section 10, Design, of this
Plan.

New policy

Policy CH2: Sites of Historical Importance
This Plan supports that areas for development are
assessed for historical and cultural importance before

New policy
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This Policy has been strengthened
to place emphasis on Sequential
Flood Testing and the use of
SUDs.
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CH3:

permission is granted – for example by reference to
historical data from the Langham Village History
Group.

planning permission is granted. Reference should be
made to historical data from section 10, Design, of this
Plan and to Langham Village History Group.

Parish Boundary. Ensure that the condition of Loudall
Lane is improved, particularly with respect to restoring ancient hedgerow to protect and preserve the
northern Parish boundary.
The southern boundary is a green corridor between
Langham and Oakham and must be maintained both
as part of the heritage of the Parish and as a necessary separation zone between the two locations.
New developments must not compromise any aspect
of the integrity of the Parish boundary.

Policy CH3: Ancient Parish Boundaries
The southern boundary is a green corridor between
Langham and Oakham and this Plan urges that it be
maintained both as part of the heritage of the Parish and
as a necessary separation zone between the two
locations.

7. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Rights of Way
NE1:
This Plan requires that any developer must protect
the existing Rights of Way network throughout
Langham parish. Furthermore, developers will be
expected to contribute to the maintenance and
enhancement of this network. (Proposed
enhancements are detailed in SD7 Proposal NE1a.)
Flooding
NE2a:
This Plan requires a thorough Flood Risk Assessment,
in line with the Environment Agency’s standing advice, to be carried out for any development that is
within a flood risk area and/or could potentially affect
one. This Policy works in conjunction with Policy
NE4a.

New policy

New developments must not compromise any aspect of
the integrity of the ancient Parish boundary or the green
corridor
Policy NE1: Rights of Way
Grant of Planning permission should ensure that any
development protects the existing Rights of Way
network throughout Langham parish, and should, where
possible, provide for a contribution to the maintenance
and enhancement of this network

Re-wording for clarity

Policy NE2a: Flooding
The Plan requires a thorough flood risk assessment in
line with the Environment Agency’s standing advice and
the National Planning Practice Guidance 2014 to be
carried out for any development that is within the floodrisk area, or, could potentially affect one. The Sequential
Test should be applied with respect to land within Flood
Zone 2 or 3 (whilst recognising the potential
uncertainties within the existing flood maps. Sustainable
Urban Drainage systems should be employed for new
developments).

Re-wording for clarity plus
additional criteria added
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NE2b:

Flooding
Rutland County Council (RCC) will carry out annual
summer inspections of the brook and ensure the
riparian owners and Highways department fulfil their
maintenance and repair obligations.

NE2c:

Flooding
For granting of planning permission for further
developments, a sufficiently robust determination of
the sewage system capacity will be required to
ensure that the sewer network can accommodate the
additional demand either in its existing form or
through planned improvements in advance of the
construction of the development.
Green Spaces
The small greens and open spaces identified in the
Langham Village Design Statement 2002 (see SD6a)
must be safeguarded and enhanced. Similar
protection must be afforded the hedges and trees
that contribute to the street scene of the village.

NE3:

Community Action Ne2b: Flooding
The Community seeks the continuation of annual
inspections of Langham Brook as currently carried out by
Rutland County Council Environment Officer as part of
ensuring the riparian owners fulfill their maintenance
and repair obligations.
Policy NE2b: Flooding
Where planning permission is to be granted for further
developments, this must be accompanied by a suitably
robust determination of the sewerage capacity and,
where required, system improvements stipulated as
conditions of planning. This must ensure that there is no
future deterioration of surface water or ground-water
quality.
Policy NE3: Green Spaces
The small greens and open spaces identified in the
sections 4 and 10 of the Plan including specifically
Penman’s Field (see Figure 9) must be safeguarded and
enhanced. Similar protection must be afforded the
hedges and trees that contribute to the street scene of
the village, including specifically the verge and hedges
bordering Penman’s Field, and part of the verge north of
Manor Lane (see Figure 11).

Now made a Community Action

Rewording to include emphasis
on SUD

Reference to VDS amended and
more detail of key areas added

NE4a:

Biodiversity
No further development will be permitted within
25m of the whole green corridor comprising the
brook and its banks.

Policy NE4a: Biodiversity
The area within 25m of the brook and its bank will be
protected from any further development.

Re-wording for clarity

NE4b:

Biodiversity
No housing or highways development will be permitted in the following important areas of woodland and
hedgerow:
 on both sides of the Cold Overton Road between

Policy NE4b: Biodiversity
The following areas of woodland and hedgerow will be
protected from any development:
 both sides of the Cold Overton Road between Ranksborough Farm and Pasture Farm

No change
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Ranksborough Farm and Pasture Farm
 that make up the ancient parish boundary hedgerow, notably on the western and southern side
 that border the canal

 the ancient parish boundary hedgerow, notably on
the western and southern side
 that border the canal

NE4c:

Biodiversity
This Plan supports the RCC/Leicestershire & Rutland
Wildlife Trust’s verge maintenance programme and
would have the programme extended to include
important verges such as those on Ashwell Road.

Change to a Proposal, and
emphasis put on role of LPC.

NE5a:

Renewable Energy
All housing developments will be required to meet at
least the minimum energy efficiency standards of the
Code for Sustainable Homes. Planning permission
terms for future housing developments in Langham
will encourage, by the strongest means possible, the
use of renewable energy sources.

Proposal NE4a: Biodiversity
This Plan supports the RCC/Leicestershire & Rutland
Wildlife Trust’s verge maintenance programme and the
Parish Council should advocate extension of this
programme to include important verges such as those
on Ashwell Road.
Policy NE5a: Renewable Energy
All housing developments will be required to meet at
least the minimum energy efficiency standards of the
Code for Sustainable Homes. Planning permission terms
for future housing developments in Langham will
encourage, by the strongest means possible, the use of
renewable energy sources

NE5b:

Renewable Energy
Householders will be encouraged to contribute to energy sustainability through renewable sources, as advised by bodies such as Energy Action for Rutland.
Whilst the installation of individual systems of solar
photovoltaic panels and solar thermal panels on
house roofs are acceptable (Listed Buildings excluded), the noise and visual impact of single small
wind turbines mean they are not acceptable.

Policy NE5b: Renewable Energy
Householders will be encouraged to contribute to
energy sustainability through renewable sources, as
advised by bodies such as Energy Action for Rutland. The
process of satisfying any Planning or Building Regulation
requirements for the installation of solar photovoltaicpanels or solar thermal panels on houses will be made as
simple and inexpensive as possible.

Slight re-wording to clarify need
for planning permission vs.
complexity of advice available.

NE5c:

Renewable Energy
The negative impact, on the preservation and
enhancement of the natural and cultural
environment, of large scale renewable energy

Policy NE5c: Renewable Energy
Decisions on planning applications for anaerobic
digesters or wind farms should give maximum weighting
to the negative impact on the preservation and
enhancement of the natural and cultural environment

Re-wording to include land use
for food production and to
emphasise criteria for deciding on
planning permission
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generators such as anaerobic digesters, solar farms or
wind farms make them unacceptable to this Plan
8. EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT
Primary and Pre-school Provision
ED1:
This Plan strongly recommends that Langham Church
of England Primary School remains a parish school for
parish children and whose optimal size is maintained
by addition of pupils from a carefully managed local
catchment area.

ED2a:

Secondary Education
In line with CS7 of the Core Strategy, this Plan
supports the right of Langham parish children aged
11+ to priority access to their most accessible
secondary school at Catmose College.

16+ Education
This Plan requires that RCC’s options for 16+
education, are, not only clearly defined, but their
communication is targeted and timely.
9. COMMUNITY & ECONOMY
Community Needs – Shop & Post Office
CE1:
The Plan proposes that Section106 money be made
available to support the establishment, subject to a
positive viability study, of:
 A village shop

ED2b:

CE4:

and food production. Decisions on planning applications
for single, small wind turbines will take full account of
the noise and visual impact.
Proposal ED1: Primary & Pre-school Provision
This Plan strongly recommends that Langham Church of
England Primary School remains a parish school for
parish children with an optimal size which is maintained
by the addition of pupils from a carefully managed local
catchment area.

Changed to a Proposal

Proposal ED2a: Secondary and Post-16 Education
In line with CS7 of the Core Strategy, this Plan supports
the right of Langham parish children aged 11+ to priority
access to their most accessible secondary school at
Catmose College.

Changed to a Proposal

Proposal ED2b: 16+ Education
The Plan requires that RCC’s options for 16+ education,
are not only clearly defined, but their communication is
targeted and timely.

Changed to a Proposal

Policy CE1: Community Needs – Shop & Post Office
The Plan proposes that Section106 money be made
available to support the establishment, subject to a positive viability study, of:
 A village shop

No change

 A parish business hub

 A parish business hub

Health and Well-being

Policy CE4: Health and Well-being
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The Plan would support any action by RCC to improve
the provision of, and access to, the services of the
Medical Centre in Oakham, with particular reference
to:
 better transport options

The Plan would support any action by RCC to improve
the provision of, and access to, the services of the Medical Centre in Oakham, with particular reference to:
 better transport options

 an increase in doctor and nurse availability

 the introduction of a mobile GP to visit the frail & infirm in more rural locations.

 the introduction of a mobile GP to visit the frail &
infirm in more rural locations.

 an increase in doctor and nurse availability

10. DESIGN
Policies D1: Character of the Landscape
D1a(i). The Plan supports the planned limits of development (PLD) for Langham in the Rutland
Core Strategy.
D1a(ii) The small greens and open spaces identified in the Plan should be safeguarded,
wherever possible.
D1a(iii) This Plan recognizes that the required increase in number of homes over the next 20
years cannot be accommodated within the existing Planned Limits of Development if
important Open Green Spaces are also to be retained. So the Plan supports carefully
planned small developments on the edges of the PLD (north, west and east) as described in
the Housing and Renewal section HR3, and in Policies HR3a and HR3b.
D1b The village views identified in the Plan should be safeguarded, wherever possible, and
not obscured by further building.
D1c(i) The Brook, including its paths and banks, should be retained in its natural state to
protect its visual importance and wildlife habitat.
D1c(ii) The bridge on Church Street should be retained in its present form and scale.
D1c(iii) Other bridges in the village should be refurbished to a visually attractive standard in
keeping with the village character, as opportunities arise.
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Policies D2: Settlement Pattern and Character
D2a A mixture of sizes, types and scale of housing, including affordable housing, should be
reflected in new development.
D2b(i) Grass verges should be maintained to their original width (unless their narrowness
causes a safety issue). The varied verge and path widths should be retained and used as
style examples in new developments.
D2b(ii) Where hard edging is necessary, stone sets should be used, wherever possible, in
keeping with the village style.
D2c(i) Ideally the removal of mature trees should only be as a last resort and then with
appropriate replacement planting.
D2c(ii) The Ranksborough Hall Park is an important area for trees and wildlife and this aspect
should be safeguarded, wherever possible.
Policies D3: Parish Architecture
D3a(i) The Plan supports the Listed Building policies in the Rutland Local Plan.
D3a(ii) Within the central area around Burley Road,
Church Street and Well Street, buildings should reflect the local construction of stone or
brick and the style of the traditional buildings in this area.
D3a(iii) New buildings, renovations and change of use alterations should reflect the
character of their location in materials, form and be sympathetic in scale.
D3a(iv) Intended buildings should be appropriately sized for their plots, allowing for
gardens in proportion and suitable separation from adjacent properties in order to
prevent over-development.
D3a(v) Architectural features in new development should reflect the character of existing
buildings in the locality.
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D3a(vi) Change of use of redundant farm buildings to commercial use should be
encouraged.
D3a(vii) New buildings should be up to two storeys and of a modest height.
D3a(viii) Features such as decorated porches and ornate bargeboards should be
avoided.
D3b(i) Where possible, houses and garages/outbuildings should be grouped around
small, enclosed spaces.
D3b(ii) Garages and conservatories should not dominate the front elevation.
D3B(iii) Features characteristic of the village, such as walls, grass verges, low banks and
mature trees should be safeguarded, wherever possible and reflected in new
developments.
D3c(i) The many existing fine stone and brick walls should be safeguarded, and reflected in
new developments.
D3c(ii) Frontages to new development including gardens should be in keeping with
existing development and should reflect the character of the area.
D3c(iii) New walls should reflect the materials, type of construction and proportions of
nearby walls, and the use of fences should be avoided.
D3c(iv) Any mud buildings or boundary walls should be retained.
D3d(i) The roofline of groups of new buildings should reflect that of nearby
buildings. Small variations in height and the inclusion of chimneys should be
encouraged to provide interest.
D3d(ii) Roofs should be constructed of natural materials or sympathetic replica materials in
keeping with the location.
D3e(i) Windows and doors to visible elevations should preferably be constructed of
wood in proportion to the building and its neighbouring structures.
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D3e(ii) Window styles typical of an area should be maintained.
D3e(iii) Where replacement windows or doors are incorporated they should maintain
the style and proportion of the original.
D3f The contribution to the character of Langham by the gardens surrounding the Manor
House, the Old Hall and The Limes should be safeguarded, wherever possible, as
important features of the village.
D3g The use of traditional materials such as gravel for driveways should be encouraged,
subject to Highways requirements.
D3h(i) Building materials should be sympathetic to existing buildings in the locality.
D3h(ii) Extensions and new developments within the village should use materials that
reflect those already in the vicinity, in colour, tone and texture.
Policies D4: Highways and Traffic
D4a(i) Traffic calming measures should be in sympathy with the village character, where
possible.
D4a(ii) Urbanisation of the village's roads should be discouraged; examples include
proliferation of road signs, creation of one-way streets and construction of pavements
on narrow lanes.
D4b Wherever possible, street lighting supports should reflect the village character.
D4c(i) Street furniture should be in keeping with the look of the village and in
sympathy with existing furniture.
D4c(ii) The litterbins should be of more traditional construction, for example in
metal.
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D4c(iii) The absence of major advertising boards should be maintained and any
business signs should be discreet, of modest size and in keeping with the
village surroundings.
D4c(iv) The finger post should be retained.
Policies D5: Footpaths
D5(i) The position and character of all existing footpaths should be safeguarded.
D5(ii) Future developments should include pathways linking them to the rest of the village.
D5(iii) The use of post and rail fencing should be encouraged as an alternative to close boarded
fencing.
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